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INSTALLATION AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3...

1. Strip and remove plastic       
coating in the fourth valley and 
slide on nut.

2. Place Retainer and Slide 
Ring in the fourth valley. Place 
o-ring in third valley. Ensure 
gasket is in fitting.

3. Hand tighten nut followed by 
additional 1/4 to 1/2 turn with 
crescent wrench.

ABOUT US
Based in Hillsboro, Indiana, Pro-Flex offers a corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST) system for natural or pro-
pane gas that offers a flexible, labor-saving alternative to black steel pipe installations. Rigid steel installations 
require numerous fittings and cutting and threading of pipe which is extremely labor intensive. The fitting system 
and flexible quality of CSST eliminates the costs inherent with black steel pipe – labor savings alone can be up 
to 75%. Pro-Flex has been providing their tubing, fittings, and accessories to the plumbing, heating, propane & 
natural gas markets for more than 20 years.  

In 2014, Pro-Flex was acquired by the ownership of Sioux Chief Manufacturing, a large and successful family 
owned plumbing manufacturer based in the Midwest for more than 50 years. Over those 50 years Sioux Chief 
has earned a reputation as a product innovator based on their unwavering dedication to listening to the install-
ing plumbers, identifying the problems they encounter, and then inventing or improving a product to solve those 
problems. Upon investigation of Pro-Flex, Sioux Chief immediately identified a problem solving product.

INTRODUCING

Note: The bonding requirements for the arc-resistant Flak JacketTM (black jacket) are the same as 
the requirements for the yellow jacketed Pro-FlexTM CSST EXCEPT where the AHJ allows otherwise, 
based on the jurisdiction’s authority under the alternative approval provisions of the adopted codes 
and ordinances.

No additional bonding requirements for FLAK JACKETTM 

imposed by manufacturer’s instructionsTM

Choose traditional Pro-FlexTM yellow CSST or new FLAK JACKETTM 

arc-resistant product based on applicable requirements in your 
jurisdiction
Same reliable dual-seal gasket and o-ring fittings interchange-
able between  FLAK JACKETTM arc-resistant tubing and traditional 
Pro-FlexTM yellow CSST

FLAK JACKETTM is listed to the following national standard:
• ANSI/LCI - CSA 6.26 - 2016
• “Fuel Gas Piping Systems Using Corrugated Stainless 

Steel Tubing (CSST)”

FLAK JACKETTM is compliant with the following codes:
• National Fuel Gas Code; ICC Code Series (International 

Fuel Gas, Mechanical, & Building Codes);
• IAPMO (Uniform Plumbing Code and Uniform Mechanical 

Code)

ARC-RESISTANT CSST

ADVANTAGETHE
By quizzing their loyal contractor base during plant tours and field trips, Sioux Chief learned that there was an 
inherent problem with the metal-to-metal fitting systems currently sold by competitors of Pro Flex. That problem 
was leaks due to “bad cuts” of the tube by installers. Metal-to-metal systems inherently require a very clean, 
almost perfect, cut to ensure the connection does not leak. In reality, producing a clean/perfect cut under field 
working conditions can be a significant challenge. And, of course, leaks require a costly, time consuming pro-
cess of finding the leak, re-cutting the tube, replacing the fitting, and then re-testing. By contrast, the Pro-Flex 
dual-seal, gasket & O-ring system does not rely on a clean cut to accomplish its’ sealing process. In fact, the 
O-ring part of the system is not impacted at all by the cut of the tube as it seals against the end of the fitting ap-
proximately an inch away from the cut. The end result is a leak-free connection the first time – every time.  And 
that’s why, unlike our competition, we have not changed our fitting system since its inception more than 20 years 
ago.  “If it ain’t broke…”  

Other advantages to the Pro-FlexTM system include:
• 1-piece Retainer Ring that won’t fall off the fitting during installation.
• Convenient, hand-tightening followed by ¼ to ½ turn with a wrench to seal the fitting - no more 

cumbersome torquing with wrenches on ladders, in crawl spaces, or in other confined spaces (see 
installation illustration below).

• Dual-size, inside-tapped fittings - ask any installer how handy this feature can be. 
• Annealed tube that allows the tubing to bend and stay bent.
• Choose between our traditional yellow or new Flak Jacket™ arc-resistant versions (see next page).
• Same dual-seal, gasket & O-ring fittings work with both traditional yellow and Flak Jacket™ products.

In summary, the Pro-FlexTM fitting system is the most forgiving, cost-effective, leak-eliminating system on the 
market today. Contact your local representative or give us a call for more information.

LEAK-FREE CONNECTION... FIRST TIME, EVERY TIME
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